A dynamic analysis of chest wall motions with MRI in healthy young subjects.
The objective of this study was to analyse respiratory-related motion of the chest wall with non-invasive method. Using magnetic resonance image (MRI), 30 sequential images (scanning time, 0.4 s per image) on sagittal, axial and coronal planes were obtained in nine healthy young subjects during quiet breathing (QB) and maximal deep breathing (MDB). The coronal planes were obtained in five of nine subjects during MDB. Ventilation was simultaneously measured with pneumotachometer. There was a linear correlation between instantaneous lung volume and lung cross-sectional area. Motion of the diaphragm and rib cage was also linearly related to instantaneous lung volume. The exception was lower anteroposterior (AP) diameter of the rib cage. The contribution of individual part of the chest wall motion to a unit lung volume change was assessed by slope (S) of the linear regression line. The S at the anterior diaphragm was significantly smaller than those at middle and posterior parts during MDB. The S of middle and posterior diaphragmatic motion was approximately five times that of AP motion of upper rib cage. The S of AP motion of upper rib cage was twice that of transverse motion during either QB or MDB. We concluded that dynamic MRI study with concurrent ventilation measurement is a simple and reliable method for evaluation of local chest wall motion, and that neither diaphragm nor rib cage works as a single functional unit during active ventilation.